EXPERIENCE

ROME

DESTINATION HIGHLIGHT

THE VATICAN, A CITY WITHIN A CITY
A must see city-state surrounded by Rome - Home to the
Roman Catholic Church - A treasure trove of iconic art.

ATTRACTIONS
St. Peter’s Basilica

Piazza San Pietro, 00120 Città del Vaticano, Vatican City
Often referred to as ‘the greatest Church in all
of Christendom’, St. Peter’s Basilica is situated
on Vatican Hill, the burial place of St Peter.
Its dome dominates the skyline of Rome.
Those lucky enough to step inside are greeted
by masterpieces from Michelangelo & other
world-famous renaissance artists. Outside is St
Peter’s Square; an open space where stands an
obelisk brought to Rome by Emperor Caligula.
Private tours can be arranged to climb the
dome and see full 360 degree views of the
Basilica, visit the treasury and its cherished
artefacts, or take in the crypts where kings,
queens & Popes have been entombed.

The Popes Escape

In 1277, a half-mile-long elevated covered passageway, the Passetto di Borgo, was constructed to link the Vatican with the fortified
Castel Sant’Angelo on the banks of the Tiber River. It served as an escape route for popes, most notably in 1527 when it likely saved
the life of Pope Clement VII during the sack of Rome.

The Sistine Chapel

Viale Vaticano, 00165 Roma RM, Italy
On everyone’s bucket list is to gaze up at the
wonder of the world’s most iconic ceiling. The
Sistine Chapel was painted by Michelangelo
between 1508 and 1512, and is a cornerstone
of Renaissance artwork.
Private tours to the chapel can be combined
with a variety of options, extending access
to the Vatican Museum, Basilica, Raphael
Rooms and nearby Pope’s residence at Castel
Gandolfo.
Here culture can be blended with cuisine in the
form of authentic Italian cookery classes, with
participants recreating traditional recipes right
from within the papal estate.

The Vatican Gardens

Via Paolo VI, 29, 00120 Città del Vaticano, Vatican City
Featuring some of the most beautiful &
exclusive outdoor spaces in all of Rome, the
Vatican Gardens offers a unique combination or
art, history & faith.
Whether booked exclusively or as part of a
private tour, guests can expect to take in the
sights and smells of a landscape originally
created for the Popes’ relaxation.
Highlights include the flourishing grounds,
papal shrines, renaissance fountains and
grottos, orchids, trees, ancient monuments and
not to mention views of St Peter’s Dome.
This Garden offers it all!

“Prisoner Of The Vatican”

Popes ruled over a collection of sovereign Papal States until the country was unified in 1870. The new secular government then seized
all the states ,excluding the Vatican, a cold war of sorts then broke out. Popes refused to recognize the governments authority, so the
Vatican remained beyond Italian national control. For almost 60 years popes refused to leave & submit to the Italian government.

The Vatican Library

Cortile del Belvedere V VA VA, 00120, Vatican City
Established in 1475, the Vatican Library is one
of the most highly regarded collections of texts
in the world.
Holding approximately 180,000 manuscripts,
1.6 million books and 150,000 images, its
archives are divided into five historical periods
(pre-Lateran, Lateran, Avignon, pre-Vatican
and Vatican). Its prized possession is arguably
the Codex Vaticanus Graecus 1209, the oldest
nearly complete manuscript of the Bible.
Tours can be arranged with highlights including
the spiral staircase, Raphael’s Transfiguration,
Pinecote Courtyard & much, much more.

RESTAURANTS
Ristorante Tre Scalini (Three Steps)
Piazza Navona, 30-35, 00186 Roma RM, Italy

Set in the architectural hotspot of Piazza
Navona, the Three Steps offers the
unparalleled pleasure of savouring traditional
Roman and modern day Italian dishes.
The restaurant was born on the 4th January
1815, when the owner of the ancient inn
received the license from the Camerlengo.
Today it is run by the highly regarded Tucci
brothers, and their dining experiences
receive constant praise from event
customers.

Taverna de’ Mercanti

Piazza dei Mercanti, 3, 00153 Roma RM, Italy
In the heart of an old port market where over
time knights, captains & merchants have all
come to visit, stands the Taverna de’ Mercanti.
With walls dating back to mediaeval times, an
authentic sixteenth century roof & a beautiful
interior, every table, chair & artefact seems to
want to tell a story.
The restaurant serves to cater for traditional
and ancient tastes, delivering an elegant
and informal environment for group dining
occasions.

Ristorante Tucci

Piazza Navona, 94, 00186 Roma RM, Italy
Located in arguably the most beautiful squares
in Rome, Ristorante Tucci offers a truly unique
blend of traditional Roman & Italian dishes
using the freshest of ingredients.
Famed for its first-rate service and friendly
staff, this restaurant serves wholesomely sized
portions, leaving every individual or group
attendee happy.
Outside, in the hustle and bustle of the square,
Roman life is in full flow, with the many street
entertaining visitors and passers-by alike!

HOTELS
Palazzo Naiadi

Piazza della Repubblica, 47,
00185 Roma RM, Italy

This luxury hotel in the heart of Rome dates
from 1887, and houses an intriguing wing built
by Pope Clement XI almost 200 years earlier to
house grain for the Vatican.
Palazzo Naiadi is situated on the curve of
the Piazza Repubblica, overlooking Rutelli’s
Fountain of the Naiads & Michelangelo’s
Basilica. Suspended over the ancient Diocletian
Thermal Baths complex, the hotel’s excavated
foundations and mosaics can be seen through
the lower ground floor.
With 238 rooms and function space to take
from 20 to 180 guests, it is a wonderful retreat
to combine with the spectacle of the Vatican.

The Westin Excelsior is located on the
legendary Via Veneto, nestled between the
Spanish Steps and the Borghese Gardens
& Gallery. Previously one of the city’s most
prestigious palaces, the hotel is as rich in
history as it is in spirit.

The Westin Excelsior

Via Vittorio Veneto, 125, 00187
Roma RM, Italy

Featuring 281 guest rooms and 35 unique
signature suites, the hotel Westin Excelsior
can accommodate functions from five to 500.
The jewel in the crown is one of Europe’s
most luxurious and opulent master suites
in Europe – the Villa La Cupola, offering the
ultra-elite a truly Roman imperial or papal
experience!

St. Regis

Via Vittorio E. Orlando, 3, Rome
00185 Italy

Introduced to Roman society in 1894, the
iconic St. Regis is located in one of the
city’s most impressive and architecturally
respected palazzos. This gilded landmark
property is a beacon that has held court in
the city, defining a new era of luminosity.
With Murano glass chandeliers, marble
columns, hand-painted frescoes and rich
velvet divans in every room, the St Regis is
a perfect addition to the high-end Vatican
programme
With 138 guest rooms and 23 suites, the St
Regis can welcome functions from 10 to 400,
promising a visit like no other.

ACTIVITIES
Italian Car Rally

With many other models such as VW
Beetle’s also an option!
A personal touch from Activate, we
created a Vintage “Alfa Romeo Spider”
Car Rally where guests were offered
the opportunity to self-drive a Vintage
Spider through the streets of Rome
and on to Lake Bracciano for a private
tour of Castello Odescalchi and then
on to lunch on the shoreline of the
lake.
We set up road marshals, had
permission to close roads and had
police escorts to ensure everyone
felt comfortable and could enjoy this
unique opportunity to the full. We
were also blessed with blue skies and
sunshine all day, the cars were soft
top and everyone took their hoods
down and drove the highlife, and the
many smiles & laughter made clear
that they were all “living the dream”.
This can be a possibility for both large
& small parties, with many vehicles
available, ‘dream cruises’ towards the
sunset can be made a reality.
Fuelled by nostalgia & enthusiasm alike, this is
a great excuse to site-see & experience Italy all
from the comfort of a stylish vehicle!

The Swiss Guard

The Swiss Guard, recognizable by its armor and
colourful Renaissance-era uniforms, has been
protecting the pontiff since 1506. They are
extensively trained & highly skilled.

Site-Seeing

6 Must-See Locations
Following on from our top 4 Vatican highlights, let
us recommend 6 extra attractions you shouldn’t
miss whilst out in Rome!

The Colosseum & The Arch of Constantine
Situated next to each other, the Colosseum
has stood since its construction began in
72AD. It was used for games, festivities &
theatre alike!
It features four levels, the Imperial Court &
high officials would watch from the lowest
level, Aristocratic Roman families watched
from the second & the rest of the population
were limited to the third & fourth levels.
The Pantheon
A remarkable 2000 years old, this amazing
piece of Roman architecture has seen
construction works through many ages.
Despite this, Roman ingenuity reigns still for
the breath-taking Roman interior design hangs
without supports, which are cleverly hidden
inside the walls.
The sheer proportions behind this building,
and the only light coming from the sun it
is a place to behold as secrets behind good
architecture are still hidden within these walls.
Roman Forum
Step back into the heart of an ancient city,
buried within the busy, modern streets of
Rome, remain a small fraction of the Roman
Forum.
Roman political & religious life was centered
here however, it sadly fell to ruin after the
seventh century with its stone quarried
to other buildings such as fortresses. Fast
forward 11 centuries & excavation work start
to uncover this foundation.
Trevi Fountain
One of the most popular attractions, the Trevi
Fountain has a tradition of throwing a coin in
order to secure a return trip.
It depicts the sea god Oceanus (Neptune) &
was commissioned in 1732 by Pope Clement
XII.
Centro Storico & the Spanish Steps
The Spanish Steps is surrounded by a very
history-rich environment. It received its
name from the plaza at their base, “Piazza di
Spagna”.
The flight of irregular steps was created by
Pietro Bernini, father of the great Baroque
Architect, Gian Lorezo Bernini.
Piazza Navona
Built upon the Roman stadium, it was rebuilt
in Baroque style. It features a beautiful
fountain (Fountain dei Fiumi), built by the
aforementioned Bernini!
Another few mentions are: Palatine Hill, Borghese Gallery
& Gardens, Baths of Caracalla & Terme di Diocleziano.
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